
 

Offer Dashboard 
 
The GetintheLoop for Business Offers tab provides insights on each offer using data 
collected by the app on offer performance. It is valuable to discuss these offer ratings so 
partners can use the insights to their advantage. 
 
Offer Ratings 
 
The Reach and Response data is converted into an ‘engagement scale’ of 1 - 4 stars.  

● 4 Stars - Great response, consider more offers like this 
● 3 Stars - Good response 
● 2 Stars - Low response, it may be time to change this offer 
● 1 Star - Consider changing this offer 

 
To accompany each rating, GetintheLoop also provides trending arrows.  

● Upwards Arrow - The ratings have been going up - good work! 
● Downwards Arrow - The ratings have been going down - it may be time to switch a 

few offers up 
 
Status Labels 
On the dashboard, you can create and manage offers in real time and there are few 
different ways to do this. It will be important to communicate this with your partners so they 
can fully utilize and manage their offers. 

 

 
If an offer has a ‘Live’ label is active on the platform.  GetintheLoop members can engage 
and redeem this offer. 

 
If an offer has a ‘Not Live’ label it is a draft and it not published It may have been 
unpublished and can be republished at any time. 

 
If an offer has a ‘Scheduled’ label it will go live on a select date. Scheduled offers can help 
reduce time spent managing offers by setting up the offers and scheduling them out into the 
future. This helps keep offer content fresh in real time. 

 
If an offer has a ‘Expired Offers’ label, the offer is no longer active. You can still duplicate the 
offer, see the ratings, and use them as a reference for past successes. 

 



 

 

 
Duplicate an offer 
 
Duplicating offers makes it easy to schedule multiple offers out or reuse a past offer. 
Partners can easily access this feature by clicking the ‘Edit’ button the right-hand side of an 
offer. Select ‘Duplicate’.  This feature makes it easy for partners to re-use offers.  
 
Save as a Draft  
 
Partners can create offers and save as drafts by publishing the offer and then unpublishing 
the offer. The offer will then show up as ‘Not Live’, allowing partners to have access to edit 
and publish the offer at any time. 
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